METUNG PRIMARY SCHOOL
SCHOOL UNIFORM POLICY 2017

The school uniform was derived in consultation with community and School Council members. School uniform is compulsory.

Uniforms can be purchased at Nick’s Clothing - 93 Main Street, Bairnsdale. Orders will be taken early in the year for the ‘grade 6’ t-shirts which will be delivered to the school by April. Unmarked clothing left in lost property will, at times, be offered to community members or discarded.

BOYS AND GIRLS
JUMPER – green fleecy hooded windcheater, with school logo.
VEST/JACKET – green polar fleece, with school logo.
SHORT SLEEVE SHIRT – green polyester polo with white panels and school logo.
LONG SLEEVE SHIRT – green polo, with school logo.
SHORTS – black gaberdine or basketball shorts.
PANTS – black gaberdine or track pants (no denim or cut-off shorts).
COAT/SPRAY JACKET – school colours, with or without school logo (no hood).
SHOES – runners and/or black lace-up.
HAT – green bucket hat.
*Hats are compulsory during terms 1 and 4 as part of our SunSmart policy.

GIRLS
SKIRT – black skorts.
DRESS – green and white check.
SHOES – runners and/or black buckle shoes.

SCHOOL BAGS – green with logo. School bags are available for purchase at the school office.